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Laris Productions, official distributor for Mark Bric,
introduces EGO Exhibit in Romania
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On the 25th of March 2009,
during an event held on an area of
800 sq.m. in Fratelli Club
Bucharest, Laris Productions, one
of the pioneers of the local
advertising industry, introduced
the EGO system to the Romanian
market. It is a revolutionary
product that finally brings
something truly new in the
industry of display and exhibition
stand construction after more than
15 years of silence, breaking
technical barriers and forcing
changes in the perspective from
which commercial
communications of this type are
usually viewed.
The event was attended by Mr.
Harry Eskola, marketing manager
Mark Bric and by the inventors of
the system, Mr. Erez Lavi and Mr.
Gal Indyk, who presented the
advantages of the new system and
performed demonstrations in the
presence of a specialized
audience composed of
representatives of departments of
creation, customer service and
production of advertising
agencies and marketing
departments of local companies.

The concept of the event,
which is also a first in our
country's industry of
advertisement production, started
from the idea of communication,
which defines our existence. To
suggest this fact, the host
welcomed the guests into a room
resembling a prehistoric cave, on
the walls of which reproductions
of inscriptions from Altamira cave
could be seen, covered by the
limelight “torches” and with a
musical atmosphere signed by
Brian Eno. This was further
evidence of the need to
communicate, need that made man
seek means of expression since the
beginning of his existence.
The leap towards contemporary
life was suggested by a time tunnel
through which the visitor reached
the 80s and 90s, passing through
fog, dynamic lighting,
accompanied by Pink Floyd's song
"Time". This time, commercial
speech takes the form of metallic
aluminum stands made of beams
and collumns, sporting rigid
chipboard or MDF panels.
In this type of classic stand,
the structure is the one doing the
talking; the message is often

transmitted by a few posters
pasted on the walls. Of course,
many such systems have been
developed, some of them
ingenious, providing various
mounting and design options, but
the basic idea of columns and
walls remained the same. The
large amount of pieces, the
difficulties of transportation and
handling of large and heavy parts,
the need for specialized
installation crews, limited and
scattered space for advertising,
these are all disadvantages of this
system, which, bearing in mind
the context of a faster lifestyle
and the use of the new
unconventional places for
presentation (malls, hotel
conference rooms, etc), generated
the creation of portable structures.
These are characterized by
really simple assembly, no tools
required; they are light and can be
carried in bags. But the most
important advantage is the tip of
balance in favor of the image as
opposed to structure, highlighting
the message, which satisfies the
increasingly exigent needs of
commercial communication.

The impressive range of such
portable displays was presented
during the event in the following
room, "Display Area", where
visitors could see the whole range
of Mark Bric displays, starting with
the Banner-Up Roll Up with the
usual height of 2 m, continuing
with the Big Plus with the
impressive dimensions of 1.5 m

in adhesive coated on PVC
support, which, in addition to not
allowing a perfect alignment of the
panel components, due to the
"dimensional memory" of the PVC
after rolling, boards will never
stand straight, so that, after a
second assembly, the display will
look disastrous.
A recognition of the quality of

Nothing can compare to this
type of system in terms of the
impact of commercial
communication, force of message,
graphic and compositional
freedom. Other notable aspects are
the height of up to 5.6 m, which
can be reached with this system
and the fact that it can be
reconfigured with the same

wide and 3 m high, Banner-Up
Lite from widths of 88 cm to 240
cm, Multimaster with the height of
3 m, Swing-Up, Pop-Up Displays,
Tower -Up and the full range of
Pop-Up Desks (mini, midi and
maxi).
It is a known fact that Mark
Bric portable systems are systems
of great quality and sturdiness,
allowing the manufacturer to
provide life-time warranty. The
production process of the graphic
panels is another noticeable aspect
of these systems .
Laris Productions is the only
local manufacturer to comply with
the rules of production of these
panels. This has been a fact since
1997, when it became the first
Romanian importer of portable
pop-up.
Graphic panels are sandwiches
consisting of paper embedded
between a hot opaque reinforced
aluminum foil on the back and a
coating on the front. This system
allows repeated winding and
rewinding of the graphic panels,
preventing any geometric change,
so that the display will always look
flawless, unlike the usual, local
version of production consisting

the manufacturing process
performed by Laris Productions is
the large number of references that
can be seen on www.laris.ro, in the
display section.
The EGO system, developed by
the Swedish company Mark Bric
and launched by Laris Productions,
distributor for this company in
Romania since 1996, combines the
building possibilities and stability
of the metallic systems with the
benefits of the portable ones,
providing a means of expression
that lets imagination roam free and
becomes an excellent vehicle for
such commercial communication.
With EGO, the construction
process fades, in favor of graphic
panels, unlike conventional
systems . It is creative, offering
multiple configuration possibilities
over the portable pop-ups and the
fixture of the graphic panels
(which are produced like those for
portable systems, described above)
is perfect (magnet - magnet). The
system is sturdy, enables the
mounting of LCD screens, shelves,
shop windows (illuminated or not),
or can be fully backlit. There aren't
any similar systems offering these
options.

elements, giving it the ability to
mold on other areas than those
projected for. Laris Productions
offers the complete package
needed for a business presentation:
design, manufacture, assembly,
and the possibility to both
purchase and/or rent the system.
Concerning price, the rent option
makes this system a competitive
commercial alternative taking into
account the costs of design,
transportation and installation,
since graphics boards remain in the
possession of the customer.
The total cost of the event on this
budget line is lower than if using
any other system on the market,
taking into account, of course, the
advantage of a larger
communication area that this
system offers.
In conclusion, you can get a
modern display stand with
maximum impact at a smaller price
than that of conventional systems,
which by far are not able to offer
this advantage of appearance.
EGO represents a revolution of
exhibition systems, revealing new
design and approach possibilities
to this niche of advertising
production.

Question: How can you build a
backwall of up to 5.60 m height
which you can assemble in one hour
without using any tools, so stable
that you may mount an LCD screen
on it, and the visual being one huge
continuous image?

Question: How can you make an
impressive exhibition stand,
including a tower with a height of
4.50 m on which you could mount
an LCD, on which you could add
shelves and windows and also be
able to change the whole picture
and stand structure for the next
exhibition?

Question: How can you make an
exhibition stand printed on both
sides that is different from usual
standards , which includes storage
and discussion areas and which...
you can rent for your event?

Answer: Only using the EGO
system!

Answer: Only using the EGO
system!

Answer: Only using the EGO
system!

Question: How can you make a
backwall with a length of up to 14 m
and a height of 3 m for your product
launch, which takes place in an
elegant hotel lobby, without
needing to anchor it, and its visual
being a continuous image?

Answer: Only using the EGO
system!
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Question: How can you make a
premium booth in a supermarket,
which you can build within an hour
without using any tools, in which
you have windows for exposure and
being high enough to capture the
attention of everyone?

Question: How can you make a
backwall with a length of 7.0 m, a
height of 3.40 m, having a
continuous image, with a generous
bar in front of it, also having a print
on, which you need to repeatedly
mount and dismantle without any
specialized personnel?

Question: How can you make a
backwall with a length of 5.3 m, a
height of 3.40 m, having a
continuous image, with an elegant
desk in front of it, that, when
dismantled, is so compact that you
can carry it in a car trunk?

Question: How can you make a
tower with a height of up to 5.60 m,
having a square , triangular or
ellipsoid section, which you can
build it in 30 minutes without using
any tools, and which can include
windows, shelves for exposure and
evenLCD screens?

Answer: Only using the EGO
system!

Answer: Only using the EGO
system!

Answer: Only using the EGO
system!

Answer: Only using the EGO
system!

EGO Exhibition Stand
Size: 500 X 300 cm
Client: Panibu
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Spotlights
Shelves

Storage space

H 300cm

H 340cm

Light
zone

H 230cm

Showcase

LCD screen
Reception

Talking area
Extremely compact
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Laris Productions is a Romanian
company established in 1991,
which appeared and developed
along with the advertising
production industry in Romania.
It is the signer of national firsts,
such as developing the first
sampling table produced in
Romania (Tang Campaign 1997),
importing a portable stands
system for the first time in
Romania (Flexiframe - 1996), also
importing pop-up systems for first
time in Romania (1997), for which
it offers local production of
d igit all y p r inte d and heat
encapsulated graphic panels.
Laris Productions is awarded with
two first place prizes at the only
national competition for quality of
digital prints held in Romania at
Advertising Show 2005,
co n fi r m i n g t h e c o m p a n y ' s
concern for quality and for the
implementation of new
technologies in the advertising
industry.
Laris Productions is the distributor
for the Mark Bric company in
Romania since 1996.

Mark Bric is a top company in the
industry of displays, whose motto is
"no compromise on quality”. Mark
Bric put its signature on many
inventions that have helped
develop this industry: first plastic
exhibiting system, Flexiframe
(1985), graphic panel change
system in roll ups, "Quick Change"
(1999), the first Pop - Up with
magnetic attachment (2003).
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